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With 20 years of lighting experience, we’ve got the 
knowledge, expertise and product ranges to make 
sure you’ve got everything you need to bring every 
event to light! Over the past two decades, we’ve 
polished our products and services to perfection, 
from tailored quotes to bespoke products, for 
installations of every size.

We won’t settle for anything less than the very 
best quality and we’re constantly expanding 
and developing our products to stay ahead of 
the trends, keeping pace with technological 
advancements in an exciting, ever-evolving 
industry. Our lighting ranges are well equipped to 
light up weddings, hotels, corporate events and 
festivals, to name a few. There is literally no job too 
big or too small!

We make sure every order is packaged with 
care and efficiency, offering worldwide and next 
day delivery options. We keep our 50,000sqft 
distribution centre packed to the rafters with every 
product you could ever need (plus a few more for 
good measure!) to make sure that when you order, 
we deliver. 

Our team is here to guide you, so please don’t 
hesitate to get in touch.

Matt, Jo, Dan, Zoe, Richard
the Business team 

Welcome
to the Festive Lights 
spring / summer brochure
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ConnectPro System Specification

COLOUR TEMPERATURE:

Warm White 3,500k 

Ice White 6,500k

LED SPEC:

3V 20mA emitting approx. 

 ≈ 4 lumens

MAX SYSTEM WATTAGE:

720W

POWER:

220-240V,

4A max.

RUBBER CABLE TYPE:

Power lead 2 x 1.0mm2 (H05RN-F)

Light string 1 x 0.5mm2 (H03RN-F)

Offering reassuring performance for all 

commercial displays, this high quality 

connectable system uses durable rubber 

cabling and innovative bulb sealing technology. 

With an IP65 rating and advanced connections, 

these lights are built to withstand changeable 

weather conditions, making them perfect for 

prolonged outdoor use. 

We’ve taken extra special care of every detail 

with these lights, so you don’t have to worry 

about anything, even down to the unique, 

wing-shaped connectors which make secure 

tightening a doddle even in wet conditions. 

The LEDs are glued into specially aligned 

polycarbonate caps, using epoxy resin, which 

ensures a reliable and consistent electrical 

connection and superior protection against 

moisture ingress.

We’re always adding new lines to this range, 

making sure we’re ahead of the game with 

emerging trends, and meaning your displays 

never lose their sparkle.

String lights

Male and female connectors.

Run up to 150 sets from one plug. 

Festoon lights

Male and female connectors.

Run up to 160 sets from one plug. 

Cluster lights

Male and female connectors.

Run up to 41 sets from one plug. 

Accessories

Run up to 720W from one plug. 

Curtain lights

Male and female connectors.

Run up to 10 sets from one plug. 

Based on starter cable 

(7,600 LEDs):

String lights Festoon lights Cluster lights

Curtain lights Accessories

Mix & match any ConnectPro product

Superior quality lights, 
recommended by the 
professionals.

Slot the male and female connectors together until the rubber seal is reached. 

Tighten the exterior cap using the wings, ensuring the connection is 

weatherproof. Our 4A rectified 240V power cable can support up to 720 Watts 

(e.g. 1,500m of linear string lighting).

Power your display 

from 1 source

Mix & match Rated IP65

Weatherproof

Create bespoke 

displays

IP65

2 year warranty
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https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro/where/range/fairy#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro/where/range/festoon#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro/where/range/cluster#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro/where/range/accessories#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro/where/range/curtain#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro
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IP65 Outdoor Plug-in

MV069

3m

White

24

Code:
MV007

CONNECTING: Male and female connectors slot together until the rubber seal is 
reached. Tighten the exterior cap using the wings, ensuring the connection is 
weatherproof. Our 4A rectified 240V power cable can support up to 720 Watts 
(e.g. 1,500m of linear string lighting). 

Dimmable with FL042

The most iconic and versatile of the lighting world, string 

lights can be used to style any event. Wrapped around large 

trees, used to create curtains, or for show-stopping canopies, 

these adaptable lights are connectable up to 1,500 metres. 

Combine them with any of the ConnectPro accessories to 

make installation a breeze, whatever the venue size.

ConnectPro
string lights

Code:
MV001

Code:
MV008

Code:
MV032

Code:
MV003

ConnectPro string lights

LED SPACING:

125mm

LED SIZE:

3mm diameter (concave)
CAP SIZE:

6mm diameter

STRING WATTAGE:

3.5W - 5W

PRODUCT CODE:

Cable length:

Cable colour:

Bulb quantity:

Available colours:

PRODUCT CODE:

Cable length:

Cable colour:

Bulb quantity:

Available colours:

MV001

5m

Black

40

MV008

10m

White

80

MV003

10m

Black

80

MV032

5m

White

40

MV007

10m

White

80

MV002

5m

Black

40

MV004

10m

Black

80

FLASHFLASHFLASH FLASH

FLASH FLASH

https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-diamond-lights-white-cable-240v
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-string-lights-connectable-white-rubber-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro/where/range/fairy#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-string-lights-connectable-black-rubber-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/flash-bulb-string-lights-connectable-white-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=mv032
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=mv003
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-string-lights-connectable-black-rubber-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/flash-bulb-string-lights-connectable-white-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=mv003
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=mv032
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-string-lights-connectable-white-rubber-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-string-lights-flash-bulb-leds-connectable-black-rubber-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-string-lights-flash-bulb-leds-connectable-black-rubber-cable
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IP65 Outdoor Plug-in

Code:
MV066

Code:
MV065

Code:
MV064

CONNECTING: Male and female connectors slot together until the rubber seal is 
reached. Tighten the exterior cap using the wings, ensuring the connection is 
weatherproof. Our 4A rectified 240V power cable can support up to 720 Watts 
(e.g. 1,500m of linear string lighting). 

With scope for runs of up to 800m, our ConnectPro festoon 

lights are perfect for dressing large trees, being draped 

between posts or outlining buildings – to name a few. 

These super bright polycarbonate covered bulbs, with handy 

hanging hooks, are pre-assembled for hassle-free event 

lighting. Connected with the ConnectPro ring and curtain 

accessories, you can use them to create stunning ceiling 

canopies.

ConnectPro
festoon lights

Code:
MV071

NEW

‘Filament’
LEDs

Code:
MV071

Code:
MV065

ConnectPro festoon lights

LED SPACING:

0.5m

CAP STYLE:

Clear / Opaque
CAP SIZE:

45-60mm diameter

STRING WATTAGE:

3.5W

PRODUCT CODE:

Cable length:

Cap style:

Cable colour:

Bulb quantity:

Available colours:

MV064

5m

Clear G45

Black

10

MV065

5m

Opaque G45

White

10

MV066

5m

Opaque G45

Black

10

MV071

5m

Clear A60

Black

10

https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-festoon-lights-frosted-cap-black-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/festoon-lights-connectable-warm-white-smd-leds-frosted-bulbs-rubber-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-festoon-lights-clear-cap-warm-white-bulbs-black-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro/where/range/festoon#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/a60-festoon-single-warm-white-filament
https://business.festive-lights.com/a60-festoon-single-warm-white-filament
https://business.festive-lights.com/festoon-lights-connectable-warm-white-smd-leds-frosted-bulbs-rubber-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-festoon-lights-clear-cap-warm-white-bulbs-black-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/festoon-lights-connectable-warm-white-smd-leds-frosted-bulbs-rubber-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-festoon-lights-frosted-cap-black-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/a60-festoon-single-warm-white-filament
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IP65 Outdoor Plug-in

Code:
MV054M

Code:
MV054W

CONNECTING: Male and female connectors slot together until the rubber seal is 
reached. Tighten the exterior cap using the wings, ensuring the connection is 
weatherproof. Our 4A rectified 240V power cable can support up to 720 Watts 
(e.g. 1,500m of linear string lighting). 

Dimmable with FL042

With more LEDs per metre, cluster lights are great for adding 

impressive brightness with minimal effort! Most often used 

to highlight the contours and eaves of buildings, you can 

connect up to 200m of these ConnectPro clusters all from 

one plug. Wherever your display, whether indoors or out, any 

design is possible.

ConnectPro
cluster lights

Code:
MV054WW

Code:
MV054WW

Code:
MV054W

ConnectPro cluster lights

LED SPACING:

25cm

LED SIZE:

3mm diameter (concave)
CAP SIZE:

6mm diameter

STRING WATTAGE:

17.5W

PRODUCT CODE:

Cable length:

Cable colour:

Bulb quantity:

Available colours:

MV054

5m

Black

250

https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-cluster-lights-connectable-black-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-cluster-lights-connectable-black-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-cluster-lights-connectable-black-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-cluster-lights-connectable-black-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-cluster-lights-connectable-black-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-cluster-lights-connectable-black-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-cluster-lights-connectable-black-cable
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IP65 Outdoor Plug-in

Code:
MV031

Code:
MV031

CONNECTING: Male and female connectors slot together until the rubber seal is 
reached. Tighten the exterior cap using the wings, ensuring the connection is 
weatherproof. Our 4A rectified 240V power cable can support up to 720 Watts 
(e.g. 1,500m of linear string lighting). 

Dimmable with FL042

The quickest way to add professional quality lighting to 

any space, curtain lights are popular for decorating large 

areas, and they’re great for when the light strings need to be 

precisely arranged. 

The ConnectPro range gives your event space coverage of up 

to 70m in width, and is easy to install.

ConnectPro
curtain lights

Code:
MV031

Code:
MV055

Code:
MV056

ConnectPro curtain lights - 2 x 1m / 2 x 2m / 2 x 2.5m

LED SPACING:

100mm

LED SIZE:

3mm diameter (concave)
CAP SIZE:

6mm diameter

STRING WATTAGE:

14W / 35W / 70W

PRODUCT CODE:

Dimension:

Cable colour:

Bulb quantity

Available colours:

MV055

2m x 1m

White

200

MV056

2m x 2m

White

400

MV031

2m x 2.5m

White

500

https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-x-2-5m-outdoor-curtain-lights-connectable-500-leds
https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-x-2-5m-outdoor-curtain-lights-connectable-500-leds
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro/where/range/curtain#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-x-2-5m-outdoor-curtain-lights-connectable-500-leds
https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-x-1m-warm-white-connectable-curtain-lights-200-leds-white-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-x-2m-warm-white-connectable-curtain-lights-400-leds-white-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-x-1m-warm-white-connectable-curtain-lights-200-leds-white-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-x-2m-warm-white-connectable-curtain-lights-400-leds-white-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-x-2-5m-outdoor-curtain-lights-connectable-500-leds
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IP65 Outdoor Plug-in

FL042

2m

Dimmer controller

1

MV029

30cm

T cord

2

MV026

10cm

Ring

5

MV027

17cm

Lampholder

1

MV059

30cm

Ring

10

PRODUCT CODE:

Cable length:

Use:

Ports:

Available colours:

PRODUCT CODE:

Cable length:

Use:

Ports:

Available colours:

MV021

2m

Power

1

MV025

1m

Curtain

9

MV058

2m

Extension

1

MV022

5m

Extension

1

MV023

10m

Extension

1

MV024

30cm

Dual split

2

MV057

32cm

Tri split

3

MV028

25cm

Lampholder

1

Code:
MV028

Code:
MV027

Code:
MV025

Codes:
MV058
MV022
MV023

Code:
MV029

Code:
MV057

Code:
MV059

Code:
MV024

CONNECTING: Male and female connectors slot together until the rubber seal is 
reached. Tighten the exterior cap using the wings, ensuring the connection is 
weatherproof. Our 4A rectified 240V power cable can support up to 720 Watts 
(e.g. 1,500m of linear string lighting). 

Dimmable with FL042

With 13 different accessories in the ConnectPro range, these 

are the lifeblood of the whole system. They allow the free flow 

of installations, meaning you’ve got the flexibility to create any 

type and size of display you want. 

Including extension cables in 2m, 5m and 10m options, along 

with ring and curtain connectors, and 2 or 3 way connectors, 

the only limit to your display is your imagination!

ConnectPro
accessories

Code:
MV026

Code:
FL042

Code:
MV021

TWO SEPARATE LINES

https://business.festive-lights.com/dimmer-controller
https://business.festive-lights.com/t-connector-accessory
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-ring-5-ports
https://business.festive-lights.com/black-connectable-e27-in-line-lamp-holder
https://business.festive-lights.com/ring-connector-connectable-black-or-white
https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-starter-cable-with-uk-plug-black-or-white
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-curtain-connector-9-ports
https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-connectable-extension-lead
https://business.festive-lights.com/5m-connectable-extension-lead
https://business.festive-lights.com/10m-connectable-extension-lead
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-y-cord
https://business.festive-lights.com/3-way-connector-connectable
https://business.festive-lights.com/black-connectable-e27-hanging-lamp-holder
https://business.festive-lights.com/black-connectable-e27-hanging-lamp-holder
https://business.festive-lights.com/black-connectable-e27-in-line-lamp-holder
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-curtain-connector-9-ports
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro/where/group_filter_size/10-19-99m_2-2-99m_5-9-99m/range/accessories
https://business.festive-lights.com/t-connector-accessory
https://business.festive-lights.com/3-way-connector-connectable
https://business.festive-lights.com/ring-connector-connectable-black-or-white
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-y-cord
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectpro/where/range/accessories#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-ring-5-ports
https://business.festive-lights.com/dimmer-controller
https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-starter-cable-with-uk-plug-black-or-white


ConnectGo system specification

COLOUR TEMPERATURE:

Warm White 3,500k 

Ice White 6,500k

LED SPEC:

3V 0.06W

MAX SYSTEM WATTAGE:

60W (large power pack)

POWER:

31V, DC

PVC / RUBBER CABLE TYPE:

2 x 0.3mm2

The most versatile range of connectable lights 

we’ve ever stocked, the ConnectGo system 

gives you ultimate flexibility for your lighting 

display.

At the cutting edge of low voltage, 

multi-power-source lighting, this system 

offers you excellent performance, safety and 

versatility. Including all of our bestselling 

lighting products, like string lights, festoons 

and curtain lights, everything in this range 

can be powered by either solar, battery, or 31V 

mains power.

The high quality PVC cable ensures durability 

in all weather and is backed by our market 

leading, 2 year anti-rust guarantee. All the 

products in this revolutionary range feature 

our professionally moulded connections, 

which are designed with shaped wings for a

reassuringly strong connection.

There are six power supplies to choose from, 

for whatever your display needs, so you can 

power from 50 to 4,000 LEDs (400 metres), all 

with multifunction capability.

String lights

Male and female connectors.

Run up to 80 sets from one plug. 

Festoon lights

Male and female connectors.

Run up to 20 sets from one plug. 

Cluster lights

Male and female connectors.

Run up to 12 sets from one plug. 

Accessories

Male and female connectors.

Mix power supplies and accessories.

Curtain lights

Male and female connectors.

Run up to 10 sets from one plug. 

Based on large transformer 

(4,000 LEDs):

String lights Festoon lights Cluster lights

AccessoriesCurtain lights

Up to 200 LEDs

(3 x AA cells)

Up to 400 LEDs

(3 x D cells)

Up to 600 LEDs Up to 1,600 LEDs Up to 4,000 LEDs Up to 200 LEDs

Mix & match any ConnectGo product

Connectable lights with 
a difference – you pick 
the power!

Connecting

Male and female connectors slot together until the rubber seal is reached. 

Max Load: Small battery pack 200 LEDs / Medium battery pack 400 LEDs / 

Small transformer 600 LEDs / Medium transformer 1,600 LEDs / Large transformer 

4,000 LEDs / Solar panel 200 LEDs.

Switch and change 

power supplies

Mix & match Rated IP44

Weatherproof

2 year warranty

24

IP44

https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectgo/where/range/fairy#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectgo/where/range/festoon#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/connect-go-clear-cable-cluster-light
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectgo/where/range/accessories#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectgo/where/range/curtain#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectgo
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectgo
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectgo
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectgo
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectgo
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IP44 Outdoor Plug-in

CG027

10m

Black rubber

100

CONNECTING: Male and female connectors slot together until the rubber seal is 
reached. Max Load: Small battery pack 200 LEDs (4 sets) / Medium battery pack 400 
LEDs (8 sets) / Small transformer 600 LEDs (12 sets) / Medium transformer 1,600 LEDs 
(32 sets) / Large transformer 4,000 LEDs (80 sets) / Solar panel 200 LEDs (4 sets).

With both green and clear cable colour options, these 

versatile strings can be used for a whole host of projects both 

indoors and out. Adding effortlessly elegant lighting to halls, 

marquees and large trees, when low voltage is required, these 

are the go to lights.

ConnectGo
string lights

Codes:
CG001
CG019

Code:
CG002

Codes:
CG030
CG031

ConnectGo string lights

LED SPACING:

100mm

LED SIZE:

5mm diameter (concave)
CAP SIZE:

N/A

STRING WATTAGE:

0.78W - 1.35W (10m string)

PRODUCT CODE:

Cable length:

Cable colour:

Bulb quantity:

Available colours:

PRODUCT CODE:

Cable length:

Cable colour:

Bulb quantity:

Available colours:

CG001

5m

Clear

50

CG002

5m

Green

50

CG026

5m

Silver

50

CG019

3m

Clear

30

CG030

3m

White

50

CG031

5m

White

50

CG021

5m

Clear

50

Code:
CG021

Rubber
cable

Code:
CG027

Code:
CG026

https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-string-lights-black-rubber-cable-connect-go
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectgo/where/range/fairy#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/led-string-light-connectable-clear-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/led-string-light-connectable-dark-green-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/3m-length-warm-white-white-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/led-string-light-connectable-clear-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/led-string-light-connectable-dark-green-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-silver-firefly-wire-lights-warm-white-leds
https://business.festive-lights.com/3m-string-light-30-leds-warm-white-with-clear-cable-connect-go
https://business.festive-lights.com/3m-length-warm-white-white-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/5m-string-light-50-warm-white-leds-white-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/copper-wire-connectable-rope-light-connect-go
https://business.festive-lights.com/copper-wire-connectable-rope-light-connect-go
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-string-lights-black-rubber-cable-connect-go
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-silver-firefly-wire-lights-warm-white-leds
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IP44 Outdoor Plug-in

CONNECTING: Male and female connectors slot together until the rubber seal is 
reached. Max Load: Small battery pack 200 LEDs (0 sets) / Medium battery pack 400 
LEDs (1 set) / Small transformer 600 LEDs (2 sets) / Medium transformer 1,600 LEDs 
(5 sets) / Large transformer 4,000 LEDs (12 sets).

With up to 50 metres of coverage from one power source, 

ConnectGo cluster lights are great for adding impressive 

brightness with minimal effort! An amazingly useful option 

for when mains power is an issue, these cluster lights can be 

used anywhere by using our large battery pack.

ConnectGo
cluster lights

Code:
CG032WW

Code:
CG032W

ConnectGo cluster lights

LED SPACING:

1.35cm

LED SIZE:

5mm diameter (concave)
CAP SIZE:

6mm diameter

STRING WATTAGE:

4.2W

PRODUCT CODE:

Cable length:

Cable colour:

Bulb quantity:

Available colours:

CG032

4m

Clear

300

Code:
CG032WW

https://business.festive-lights.com/connect-go-clear-cable-cluster-light
https://business.festive-lights.com/connect-go-clear-cable-cluster-light
https://business.festive-lights.com/connect-go-clear-cable-cluster-light
https://business.festive-lights.com/connect-go-clear-cable-cluster-light
https://business.festive-lights.com/connect-go-clear-cable-cluster-light
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IP44 Outdoor Plug-in

CG022

2m x 3m

Firefly Wire

Silver

300

CG023

2m x 3m

Fairy

Clear

300

Code:
CG023/24

CONNECTING: Male and female connectors slot together until the rubber seal is 
reached. Max Load: Small battery pack 200 LEDs (1 or 2 sets) / Medium battery 
pack 400 LEDs (1 or 4 sets) / Small transformer 600 LEDs (2 or 6 sets) / Medium 
transformer 1,600 LEDs (5 or 15 sets) / Large transformer 4,000 LEDs (12 or 40 sets) / 
Solar panel 200 LEDs (2x CG024 only).

With ConnectGo curtains, you can choose between a 

traditional fairy light cable, and an ultra-modern silver wire 

with micro LEDs. With the versatility of powering by plug or 

battery, these curtains make sure you’re able to create the 

ultimate statement in any location.

ConnectGo
curtain lights

Code:
CG022

Code:
CG023

Code:
CG023

ConnectGo curtain lights

LED SPACING:

100mm

LED SIZE:

5 / 2mm diameter (Fairy / Firefly)
LED STYLE:

Fairy / Firefly Wire

STRING WATTAGE:

1.2W / 4.2W / 4.2W

PRODUCT CODE:

Cable length:

LED style:

Cable colour:

Bulb quantity:

Available colours:

CG024

1m x 1m

Fairy

Clear

100

Code:
CG022

Firefly
Wire

Traditional
Fairy

Lights

https://business.festive-lights.com/2-x-3m-silver-wire-curtain-light-connect-go
https://business.festive-lights.com/2-x-3m-clear-curtain-light-300-warm-white-leds-connect-go
https://business.festive-lights.com/1m-x-1m-clear-curtain-light-100-warm-white-leds-connect-go
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectgo/where/range/curtain#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/2-x-3m-silver-wire-curtain-light-connect-go
https://business.festive-lights.com/2-x-3m-clear-curtain-light-300-warm-white-leds-connect-go
https://business.festive-lights.com/2-x-3m-clear-curtain-light-300-warm-white-leds-connect-go
https://business.festive-lights.com/1m-x-1m-clear-curtain-light-100-warm-white-leds-connect-go
https://business.festive-lights.com/2-x-3m-silver-wire-curtain-light-connect-go
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Code:
CG020

CONNECTING: Male and female connectors slot together until the rubber seal is 
reached. Max Load: Small battery pack 200 LEDs (1set) / Medium battery 
pack 400 LEDs (2 sets) / Small transformer 600 LEDs (2 sets) / Medium 
transformer 1,600 LEDs (10 sets) / Large transformer 4,000 LEDs (20 sets).

Fast becoming the most popular lights for event decoration, 

festoons create lighting displays with serious style, and are 

the go to lights for weddings, bars and restaurants. 

With full size, retro-inspired A60 bulbs and super bright 

LEDs, these ConnectGo festoons add decorative lighting to 

any venue and look great whilst doing it too! Create fabulous 

canopies with our ring or curtain connectors and join up to 

20 sets.

ConnectGo
festoon lights

Code:
CG033

Code:
CG020

Code:
CG034

ConnectGo festoon lights

LED SPACING:

0.5m

LED STYLE:

SMD / ‘Filament’
CAP SIZE:

40mm - 60mm diameter

STRING WATTAGE:

3.1W

PRODUCT CODE:

Cable length:

Bulb:

Cable colour:

Bulb quantity:

Available colours:

CG020

5m

A60

Black

10

CG033

5m

A60

Black

10

CG034

5m

S14

Black

10

NEW

NEW‘Filament’
LEDs

Code:
CG033

‘Filament’
LEDs

https://business.festive-lights.com/a60-festoon-lights-connect-go
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectgo/where/range/festoon#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/a60-festoon-lights-connect-go
https://business.festive-lights.com/a60-festoon-lights-connect-go
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CG004
30CM

SMALL 

BATTERY BOX

3 x AA

2

CG008
5M

MEDIUM 

TRANSFORMER

-

8

CG005
30CM

LARGE 

BATTERY BOX

3 x D

2

CG006
2M

SOLAR

PANEL

3 x 1.2V AA 400mAh NiMH

2

CG007
1.5M

SMALL 

TRANSFORMER

-

8

PRODUCT CODE

Cable Length:

Type:

Battery:

Functions:

Available Cable 
Colours:

PRODUCT CODE

Cable Length:

Type:

Outputs:

Available Cable
Colours:

CG017
1M

CURTAIN 

CONNECTOR

10 PORTS

CG018
15CM

RING 

CONNECTOR

8 PORTS

CG010
5M

EXTENSION

CABLE

1 PORT

CG011
50CM

DUAL SPLIT

CONNECTOR

2 PORTS

COLOUR KEY

Green

Transparent

White

Black

CONNECTING: Male and female connectors slot together until the rubber seal is 
reached. Max Load: Small battery pack 200 LEDs / Medium battery pack 400 LEDs / 
Small transformer 600 LEDs / Medium transformer 1,600 LEDs  / Large transformer 
4,000 LEDs / Solar panel 200 LEDs.

TWO SEPARATE LINES

OR

OR

Adding even more flexibility to the ConnectGo range, the six 

different power options mean your lights can be installed 

literally anywhere. Using mains power, you can run up to 600 

LEDs (Small), 1,600 LEDs (Medium), or 4,000 LEDs (Large), all 

boasting 8 function controllers and an in-built memory chip. 

If access to mains power is a problem, our battery power pack 

options are here to save the day; power up to 200 LEDs from 

the Small or up to 400 LEDs from the Large. Offering the same 

brightness as mains power, you still get the multifunction 

and memory capabilities. We’ve also got the option of a solar 

panel, powering a maximum of 200 LEDs and featuring both 

static and twinkle functions. 

ConnectGo
accessories

Code:
CG025

Code:
CG007C

Code:
CG011

Code:
CG017

Code:
CG006

Code:
CG007

Code:
CG010

Code:
CG005

Code:
CG018

Code:
CG008

Code:
CG004

SOLAR PANEL:
6 hours steady on

8 hours twinkle on

MEDIUM BATTERY PACK: 
1 week steady on

2 weeks twinkle on

4 weeks steady timer (6hr on)

8 weeks twinkle timer (6hr on)

*Using 50 bulb string. Battery brand can vary significantly.

SMALL BATTERY PACK: 
1 week steady on

2 weeks twinkle on

4 weeks steady timer (6hr on)

8 weeks twinkle timer (6hr on)

Power pack running time guide*

CG025
5M

LARGE 

TRANSFORMER

-

8

https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cg004
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cg008
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cg005
https://business.festive-lights.com/solar-panel-dark-green-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cg007
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cg017
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cg018
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cg010
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cg011
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/connectgo/where/range/accessories#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/large-transformer-uk-plug-black-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/small-transformer-uk-plug-clear-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cg011
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cg017
https://business.festive-lights.com/solar-panel-dark-green-cable
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cg007
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cg010
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cg005
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cg018
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cg008
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cg004
https://business.festive-lights.com/large-transformer-uk-plug-black-cable


*Maximum connection guidance:

Based on 1,500W maximum

30cm socket spacing:

When using 0.5W bulbs = 3,000 bulbs (1,000m)

When using 1.2W bulbs = 1,250 bulbs (420m)

When using 1.5W bulbs = 1,000 bulbs (330m)

When using 4W bulbs = 375 bulbs (125m)

When using 15W bulbs = 100 bulbs (30m)

Connecting

Male and female connectors slot together until the rubber seal is reached. Tighten 

the exterior cap using the wings, ensuring the connection is weatherproof. Our 7A 

240V power cable can support up to 1,500 Watts (e.g. 3,000m of linear festoon 

lighting). The system meets all EU safety standards and RoHs requirements.

Lampholder

Our lamp holders have been specifically designed to meet IP55 weatherproof 

standard and feature a durable bulb seal for performance year around. We have 

incorporated a pair of convenient fixing holes into the lamp which allow permanent 

or temporary fixing, either onto the side of a soffit or attached to a suspended cable. 

FestoonPro system specification

SOCKET SPACING:

30cm / 50cm / 100cm

LED SPEC:

E27 (screw) or

B22 (bayonet)

MAX SYSTEM WATTAGE:

1,500W

 LED or ‘Filament’

POWER:

240V

RUBBER CABLE TYPE:

Power lead 2 x 1.0mm2 

(HO5RN-F)

The most popular choice for year round event 

lighting, festoons create show-stopping 

statement displays in every venue. We 

designed this universal system to extend up 

to an impressive 1,500 metres, making sure it 

adapts to any occasion. 

With 100% rubber cable and a robust socket 

design, the harness is suitable for both 

temporary and permanent displays. The 

unique winged connections mean that 

extending the system is effortless but, more 

importantly, make a weathertight seal you can 

rely on. The harness also features 30cm, 50cm 

or 100cm socket spacing, and a rounded cable 

to be more aesthetically pleasing!

We offer a comprehensive range of outdoor 

bulbs too, with either B22 or E27 fittings. Our 

range has everything from modern LED G45s 

with opaque (0.5W) or transparent (1.2W) 

casings, to the latest vintage LED ‘filaments’ 

(4W) with dimmable capability. We’ve also 

added our brand new collection of traditional 

shape A60 bulbs, which are available in white, 

warm white, yellow, blue, red and green, 

perfect for adding a splash of colour to 

any event.

A full range of accessories integrates 

seamlessly to make installations more 

dynamic and to make your life so much 

easier. The ring connector is definitely the 

most popular for creating centrepieces and 

suspended canopies. 

Bulbs

0.5W - 5W available. All E27 fitting 

with selected B22 fittings.

Belts / harnesses

Male and female connectors.

Run up to 150 sets from one plug.* 

Accessories

13 available

Belts / harnesses Bulbs Accessories

Mix & match any FestoonPro product

Flexible, professional, 
commercial quality 
festoon lighting.

Connect up to 

1,500m

Replaceable bulbs Rated IP55

Weatherproof

High durability

Installation guidance:

If suspending without support cable:

Max 20m

If suspending with support cable (every 1m):

Max. 150 sets (3,000m)

Maximum connection guidance:

Based on 1,500W maximum

50cm socket spacing:

When using 0.5W bulbs = 3,000 bulbs (1,500m)

When using 1.2W bulbs = 1,250 bulbs (620m)

When using 1.5W bulbs = 1,000 bulbs (500m)

When using 4W bulbs = 375 bulbs (180m)

When using 15W bulbs = 100 bulbs (50m)

Maximum connection guidance:

Based on 1,500W maximum

100cm socket spacing:

When using 0.5W bulbs = 1,500 bulbs (3,000m)

When using 1.2W bulbs = 1,250 bulbs (1,250m)

When using 1.5W bulbs = 1,000 bulbs (1,000m)

When using 4W bulbs = 375 bulbs (360m)

When using 15W bulbs = 100 bulbs (100m)

IP55

12 month warranty

12

NOW
IP55

https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/festoonpro/where/range/bulb
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/festoonpro
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/festoonpro/where/range/accessories#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/festoonpro
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/festoonpro
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/festoonpro
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/festoonpro
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/festoonpro
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/festoonpro
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Code:
FL051-E27

CONNECTING: Male and female connectors slot together until the rubber seal is 
reached. Tighten the exterior cap using the wings, ensuring the connection is 
weatherproof. Our 4A rectified 240V power cable can support up to 720 Watts 
(e.g. 1,500m of linear string lighting). 

Dimmable with compatible bulbs (FL042) 

With near unlimited uses, our professional festoon harness is 

most often displayed suspended, such as between lamp posts 

or fixed directly to buildings - typically to soffits or fascias. 

Festoons are really popular for dressing town centres, public 

spaces and large commercial trees, but they’re also the go to 

event lighting for weddings, festivals and theme parks.

If you already have the harness, our range of LED bulbs can be 

used to quickly personalise and update your display. 

FestoonPro
belts / harnesses

Code:
FL010

Code:
FL012

Code:
FL011

FestoonPro belt / harness

SOCKET TYPES:

E27 / B22

SOCKET SPACING:

30 / 50cm / 100cm
HARNESS LENGTHS:

5m / 10m

PRODUCT CODE:

Harness length:

Cable colour:

Socket quantity:

Fitting:

PRODUCT CODE:

Harness length:

Cable colour:

Socket quantity:

Fitting:

FL010-B22

10m

Black

20

Bayonet

FL048-E27

5m

Black

10

Screw

FL010-E27

10m

Black

20

Screw

FL049-B22

5m

Black

15

Bayonet

FL011-B22

10m

Black

10

Bayonet

FL049-E27

5m

Black

15

Screw

FL011-E27

10m

Black

10

Screw

FL050-E27

5m

Black

10

Screw

FL012-E27

10m

White

10

Screw

FL051-E27

0.5m

Black

1

Screw

FL017-E27

10m

Black

10

Screw

FL048-B22

5m

Black

10

Bayonet

FL052-E27

1m

Black

1

Screw

NEW

Code:
FL017

30cm
socket 

spacing

Code:
FL049

https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/festoonpro
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fl010
https://business.festive-lights.com/10m-e27-white-rubber-cable-festoon-belt-10-sockets-connectable
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fl011
https://business.festive-lights.com/10m-b22-festoon-belt-connectable-20-sockets-black
https://business.festive-lights.com/10m-e27-festoon-belt-20-sockets-connectable-bc4cff
https://business.festive-lights.com/10m-b22-festoon-belt-10-sockets-connectable
https://business.festive-lights.com/10m-e27-festoon-belt-10-sockets-connectable-5b5c69
https://business.festive-lights.com/10m-e27-white-rubber-cable-festoon-belt-10-sockets-connectable
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CONNECTING: Male and female connectors slot together until the rubber seal is 
reached. Tighten the exterior cap using the wings, ensuring the connection is 
weatherproof. Our 4A rectified 240V power cable can support up to 720 Watts 
(e.g. 1,500m of linear string lighting). 

Dimmable with FL042

Each one of our modern, low energy LED bulbs is suited to 

every harness in the FestoonPro system. Possibly our most 

popular bulb for long-term outdoor displays, our vintage glass 

designs feature dimmable ‘filaments’ and boast low power 

consumption too. They also look fantastic in bars, restaurants 

and weddings.

FestoonPro
bulbs

Code:
FL031-34

Code:
FL023

FestoonPro bulbs

BULB CONSTRUCTION:

Polycarbonate / Glass

BULB WATTAGE:

0.5W - 5W

LED TYPE:

SMD / ‘Filament’

BULB SIZE:

45mm - 95mm diameter

PRODUCT CODE:

Fitting:

Watts / size:

LED type / style:

Material:

Available colours:

FL023

E27

3~5W

SMD digital flame

Polycarbonate

FL031

E27

4W / A60

‘Filament’ vintage

Glass

FL032

E27

4W / G95

‘Filament’ vintage

Glass

FL033

E27

4W / ST64

‘Filament’ vintage

Glass

FL034

E27

4W / ST32

‘Filament’ vintage

Glass

Code:
FL034

Code:
FL033

Code:
FL032

Code:
FL031

3~5WATT
2700K

4 WATT
2100K

4 WATT
2100K

4 WATT
2100K 4 WATT

2100K

Digital
flame
effect

https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/festoonpro/where/range/bulb
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=dimmable+vintage
https://business.festive-lights.com/e27-warm-white-led-flame-effect-light-bulb
https://business.festive-lights.com/e27-warm-white-led-flame-effect-light-bulb
https://business.festive-lights.com/4w-e27-dimmable-vintage-filament-effect-warm-white-led-light-bulb
https://business.festive-lights.com/4w-e27-dimmable-vintage-globe-filament-effect-warm-white-led-light-bulb
https://business.festive-lights.com/4w-e27-dimmable-vintage-tulip-filament-effect-warm-white-led-light-bulb
https://business.festive-lights.com/4w-e27-dimmable-vintage-tubular-filament-effect-warm-white-led-light-bulb
https://business.festive-lights.com/4w-e27-dimmable-vintage-tubular-filament-effect-warm-white-led-light-bulb
https://business.festive-lights.com/4w-e27-dimmable-vintage-tulip-filament-effect-warm-white-led-light-bulb
https://business.festive-lights.com/4w-e27-dimmable-vintage-globe-filament-effect-warm-white-led-light-bulb
https://business.festive-lights.com/4w-e27-dimmable-vintage-filament-effect-warm-white-led-light-bulb
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Code:
FL044

Code:
FL045

FL014

Screw / bayonet

1.2W / G45

SMD clear

Polycarbonate

FL013

Screw / bayonet

0.5W / G45

SMD opaque

Polycarbonate

FL045

Screw

0.5W / S14

‘Filament’ / clear

Polycarbonate

PRODUCT CODE

Fitting:

Watts / size:

LED type / style:

Material:

Available colours:

FL044-E27

Screw

1.5W / A60

SMD opaque

Polycarbonate

FL044-B22

Bayonet

1.5W / A60

SMD opaque

Polycarbonate

Code:
FL014

Code:
FL014

Code:
FL014

Code:
FL013

1.5 WATT

0.5 WATT

1.2 WATT

1.2 WATT

1.2 WATT

0.5 WATT

Opaque
cap

For colourful bulbs with a retro style, our full sized A60 and 

golf ball sized G45 globes are popular options for outdoor 

displays, with their durable polycarbonate opaque or 

transparent covers and low power consumption. With bulbs

in a variety of colours, sizes and shapes, there’s one to suit 

every project.

FestoonPro
Bulbs

https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fl044
https://business.festive-lights.com/s14-1s1w-filament-bulb-e27-fitting
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?bulb_fitting=e27&q=fl014
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fl013
https://business.festive-lights.com/s14-1s1w-filament-bulb-e27-fitting
https://business.festive-lights.com/e27-led-a60-festoon-bulb
https://business.festive-lights.com/b22-led-a60-festoon-bulb
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fl014
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fl014
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?bulb_fitting=e27&q=fl014
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fl013
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/festoonpro/where/range/bulb
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PRODUCT CODE

Cable Length:

Use:

Cable Style:

Ports:

Available Colours:

FL037-E27

1m

Pendant drop

Nylon cord

1

FL042

2m

Dimmer control

Rubber

1

FL038-E27

2m

Pendant drop

Nylon cord

1

FL051-E27

0.5m

Pendant drop

Rubber

1

FL052-E27

1m

Pendant drop

Rubber

1

PRODUCT CODE

Cable Length:

Use:

Cable Style:

Ports:

Available Colours:

POFE01

2.4m

Support pole 

Metal hook

Ground spike

W0592

20m

Support wire 

Metal coated wire

-

Code:
FP059

Code:
FL039-E27

Code:
FP057

Code:
FP024

FP050

2m

Power

Rubber

1

FP059

30cm

Ring

Rubber

10

FP024

60cm

Dual split

Rubber

2

FP058/022/023

2m / 5m / 10m

Extension

Rubber

1

FL039-E27

-

Blank Stopper

Screw

-

FP057

32cm

Tri-split

Rubber

3

FL036-E27

0.5m

Pendant drop

Nylon cord

1

CONNECTING: Male and female connectors slot together until the rubber seal is 
reached. Tighten the exterior cap using the wings, ensuring the connection is 
weatherproof. Our 4A rectified 240V power cable can support up to 720 Watts 
(e.g. 1,500m of linear string lighting). 

TEN SEPARATE LINES

With 15 types of accessories available in this range, we’ve 

made sure you can create the most dynamic festoon 

displays possible, whilst saving you time and money on each 

installation.

Extensions are definitely the most popular accessory, allowing 

lead cables to meet exactly the length you need, or for adding 

unlit sections in the display. The specially designed 10-way 

ring connector is superb for creating striking canopies, and 

our exclusive E27 pendant range also gives you scope to 

revamp indoor light fittings, or existing festoon displays; 

making sure your display is always on trend.

FestoonPro
accessories

Code:
FP059

Codes:
FL036/7/8

Code:
POFE01

Code:
W0592

Code:
FL042

Code:
FL052-E27

Code:
FL038-E27

Code:
FL051-E27

Code:
FL037-E27

Code:
FL036-E27

Code:
FP022

Code:
FP023

Code:
FP058

Code:
FP050

INDOOR INDOOR INDOOR OUTDOOR

OUTDOOR

https://business.festive-lights.com/1m-e27-festoon-pendant-drop-with-black-cord-1
https://business.festive-lights.com/dimmer-controller
https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-e27-festoon-pendant-drop-with-black-cord-1-1
https://business.festive-lights.com/steel-festoon-pole
https://business.festive-lights.com/garden-wire-20m
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fp059
https://business.festive-lights.com/e27-festoon-stopper
https://business.festive-lights.com/3-way-connector-connectable
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fp024
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/festoonpro/where/functions/static/price/5-10/range/accessories
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fp059
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fp024
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/festoonpro/where/group_filter_size/10-19-99m_2-2-99m_5-9-99m/range/accessories
https://business.festive-lights.com/e27-festoon-stopper
https://business.festive-lights.com/3-way-connector-connectable
https://business.festive-lights.com/0-5m-e27-festoon-pendant-drop-with-black-cord
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/festoonpro/where/range/accessories#mage_catalog_product
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fp059
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=braided
https://business.festive-lights.com/steel-festoon-pole
https://business.festive-lights.com/garden-wire-20m
https://business.festive-lights.com/dimmer-controller
https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-e27-festoon-pendant-drop-with-black-cord-1-1
https://business.festive-lights.com/1m-e27-festoon-pendant-drop-with-black-cord-1
https://business.festive-lights.com/0-5m-e27-festoon-pendant-drop-with-black-cord
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fp022
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fp023
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fp058
https://business.festive-lights.com/connectable-lights/festoonpro/where/functions/static/price/5-10/range/accessories
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Rated IP65

Weatherproof

Our market leading cut-to-length lights allow 

you to create a display that’s entirely tailored 

to your individual needs. You can have rope 

light cut from 1m to 100m, our brand new 

ultra-bright strip light cut from 1m to 100m, 

and our on trend neon flex cut from 1m 

to 50m. 

To make this exclusive range even more 

flexible, all the products are compatible with 

our ConnectPro accessories (pages 14-15). This 

gives your display limitless possibilities and 

means you can use splitters to run your

lights in different directions or use extension 

cables to insert unlit sections into your display, 

for example.

Connect up to 100m High durability

39

The biggest and most exciting trend to hit the lighting world, every commercial display needs neon! In warm white, white, 

blue, green, red or pink, there are 120 LEDs per metre, meaning your display will definitely stand out from the crowd. Cut 

from 1 metre to 50 metres, choose whatever length you need to create a bright and vibrant installation. Super flexible, this 

neon flex light can be bent into any shape and, since it’s IP65 rated, you can create any display anywhere!

AC118 AC116 AC117

RL011 / AC125

30cm connection cable, 

black a rubber, 1 male 

connector / output connector 

AC116 / AC117

Male pin piece / transparent 

end cap

AC118 

10 piece mounting clips with 

20 screws 

MV021-N 

Black power cable

2m, 7m or 12m

Cut-to-length
neon flex, 240V

Code:
RL015P

Code:
RL015W

Code:
MV021-N Code:

RL011

Code:
RL015

RL015

120 LEDs/m, 1m cut indicators, 

single sided, 50m max.

LED customisable 
linear lighting, 240V

NEWNEW

IP65

https://business.festive-lights.com/plug-for-cut-to-length-neon-flex
https://business.festive-lights.com/cut-to-length-outdoor-led-neon-flex#217=1584
https://business.festive-lights.com/cut-to-length-outdoor-led-neon-flex#217=1584
https://business.festive-lights.com/plug-for-cut-to-length-neon-flex
https://business.festive-lights.com/cut-to-length-outdoor-led-neon-flex#217=1584
https://business.festive-lights.com/cut-to-length-outdoor-led-neon-flex#217=1584
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FL605

10 piece mounting clips

AC112 / AC058

Male pin piece / 

transparent end cap

RL009/ AC123

30cm connection cable, 

black rubber, 1 male 

connector / end connector

RL001

36 LEDs/m, 1m cut indicators, 

13mm tubing, 100m max

MV021-R

Black power cable

2m, 7m or 12m

Code:
RL010

Code:
MV021-S

IP65OutdoorPlug-in
Product videos available on our YouTube channel /festivelightsDedicated business team happy to advise on all displays, all year round

IP65 Outdoor Plug-in
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This cut-to-length rope light has so many uses and combines the highest quality with the brightest effect, making sure your display is definitely 

something to remember. Thanks to its robust but super flexible construction, you can bend and shape it to suit every application. Plus, it’s IP65 rated, 

so you can rely on it to shine bright in every setting, whether indoor or out. Available with either blue, red, white, warm white, pink, green or multi-

colour energy-efficient LEDs, this rope light can be cut to any length you need, from 1 metre to 100 metres. 

Featuring 60 SMD LEDs per metre, in a variety of colours including red, green, blue, white and pink, this cut to length strip light boasts a super bright 

350 lumen output per metre. The flexible yet sturdy construction allows you to sculpt it around corners for a perfect fit! Popular for adding a splash 

of vibrant colour to parties, weddings, and Christmas displays, this strip light is perfect for permanent displays in bars and restaurants too. The IP65 

rating also means it provides its year-round brightness either indoors or outdoors. 

Cut-to-length
rope light, 240V

Cut-to-length
strip light, 240V

MV021-S 

Black power cable

2m, 7m or 12m

AC113 / AC114

Male pin piece / 

transparent end cap

AC115

10 piece mounting clips with 

20 screws

RL010 / AC124

30cm connection cable, 

black 

rubber, 1 male connector / 

end connector

RL014

60 LEDs/m, 1m cut indicators, 

copper  wire, 100m max

Code:
RL014

Code:
RL014

Code:
RL001

Code:
RL001

Code:
RL001

NEW

AC115 AC113 AC114FL605 AC112 AC058

Code:
RL014

NEW

Code:
RL009

Code:
MV021-R

https://business.festive-lights.com/10-rope-light-mounting-clips
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-rope-light#217=158
https://business.festive-lights.com/plug-for-cut-to-length-rope-light
https://business.festive-lights.com/plug-for-cut-to-length-strip-light
https://business.festive-lights.com/plug-for-cut-to-length-strip-light
https://business.festive-lights.com/smd-led-strip-light#217=1584
https://business.festive-lights.com/smd-led-strip-light#217=1584
https://business.festive-lights.com/smd-led-strip-light#217=1584
https://business.festive-lights.com/10-rope-light-mounting-clips
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-rope-light#217=158
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-rope-light#217=158
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-led-rope-light#217=158
https://business.festive-lights.com/10-rope-light-mounting-clips
https://business.festive-lights.com/smd-led-strip-light#217=1584
https://business.festive-lights.com/plug-for-cut-to-length-rope-light
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Neon is a huge and ever-growing trend, and these neon effect light up letters are 
perfect for creating serious style statement displays at every event, or for permanent 
lighting installations in bars and restaurants.

Often known as either circus or marquee letters, these battery powered light up 
letters are perfect for weddings and events. We don’t just have letters either, here 
you’ll find symbols and an ampersand too.

Neon effect 
light up letters
Battery powered

Light up letters
Battery powered

HL082 - HL108 (letters)

Warm white LEDs, 16cm tall, on/off/6 

hour timer, 2xAAA batteries required

BL112

White LEDs, 25cm tall, on/off/6 hour timer,

2xAA batteries required.

Code:
HL08-L

Code:
BL112

Code:
HL082

Code:
BL112

NEW

HANG OR
FREE-
STAND

HANG OR
FREE-
STAND

https://business.festive-lights.com/alphabet-marquee-battery-light-up-circus-letter-warm-white-leds-16cm
https://business.festive-lights.com/alphabet-wooden-letter
https://business.festive-lights.com/alphabet-marquee-battery-light-up-circus-letter-warm-white-leds-16cm
https://business.festive-lights.com/alphabet-wooden-letter
https://business.festive-lights.com/alphabet-marquee-battery-light-up-circus-letter-warm-white-leds-16cm
https://business.festive-lights.com/alphabet-wooden-letter
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The easiest way to tailor decorative lighting to any event, our range of alphabet candles can be used to 
display the names or initials of special guests at birthdays and weddings, or to spell out any phrase you like. 
Battery-powered, these candles are made using real wax and are housed in glass holders.

Alphabet 
candles

BL089

1 flickering warm white LED, 9cm tall, 

vanilla scent, 2xAAA batteries required.

Code:
BL089

Code:
BL089

We regularly get asked if we can recommend reputable installers who we trust to fit 
our products, in both private and commercial settings. To make it easier, we created 
the dedicated ‘Find a lighting installer’ page - one central hub where our retail and 

business customers can locate the perfect installation company for their location and 
their project’s requirements.

ARE YOU AN INSTALLER?

“SUCCESS IS BEST WHEN IT’S SHARED”

A mark of quality, provided by 
affiliation with Festive Lights Ltd

A detailed online profile Extra client generation 
throughout the year

We’re always on the lookout for new commercial lighting installation
companies to add to our team of certified partners; if you fit the bill, 

just follow the instructions below to register.

Sign up
today!

TO REGISTER, CONTACT US ON 01257 792111 > op.2 or business@festive-lights.com

https://business.festive-lights.com/alphabet-scented-glass-led-candle
https://business.festive-lights.com/alphabet-scented-glass-led-candle
https://business.festive-lights.com/alphabet-scented-glass-led-candle
https://business.festive-lights.com/find-a-lighting-installer
https://business.festive-lights.com/find-a-lighting-installer
mailto:business%40festive-lights.com?subject=Installer%20Enquiry
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For displays where mains power access is an issue, battery lights are the perfect hassle-free 

solution. With a plethora of colour and size choices for bulbs and cables, we’ve made it easy for 

you to find battery lights to suit every project.

We’ve also extended our range of larger bulb battery lights. Now offering 

different size, shapes and colours including mini to full sized festoons.

Indoor & Outdoor
Battery lights

Indoor & Outdoor
Battery lights

FL-1127

20 LEDs, 2m lit length

BL085

200 LEDs, 20m lit length

BL031

200 LEDs, 20m lit length

BL111

10 clear bulbs, 4.5m lit length

BL081

20 LEDs, 2m lit length

BL109

10 ‘filament’ bulbs, 4.5m lit length

BL030

100 LEDs, 9.9m lit length

Battery box

All sets feature a 6 hour timer 

option, static and twinkle 

function, 50cm lead cable and are 

suitable for outdoor use.

Battery box

All sets feature a 6 hour timer 

option, static and twinkle 

function, 50cm lead cable and are 

suitable for outdoor use.

BL110

10 frosted bulbs, 4.5m lit length

BL020

50 LEDs, 5m lit length

BL084

100 LEDs, 10m lit length

BL006

50 LEDs, 5m lit length

BL108

50 LEDs (5 per bulb), 4.5m lit length

BL083

20 LEDs, 2m lit length

Code:
BL111

Battery
Box

Code:
BL110

Code:
BL108

Code:
BL108

Code:
BL109

Firefl y Wire

Code:
BL085

Firefl y Wire

Fairy Light
Fairy Light

Fairy Light

Firefl y Wire

Battery
Box

NEW

NEWNEWNEW

Code:
FL-1127

Code:
BL020

Code:
BL083

Code:
BL030

Code:
BL081

Code:
BL006

https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fl-1127
https://business.festive-lights.com/20m-silver-firefly-wire-battery-fairy-lights-200-leds#217=1648
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=bl031
https://business.festive-lights.com/4-5m-clear-cap-battery-party-festoon-lights-10-warm-white-leds-with-black-metal-cap-e27
https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-indoor-outdoor-battery-fairy-lights-green-cable#217=124
https://business.festive-lights.com/battery-filament-festoon-lights-10-bulbs-4-5m#217=1584
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=bl030
https://business.festive-lights.com/4-5m-frosted-battery-party-festoon-lights-10-warm-white-leds
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-silver-micro-naked-wire-battery-fairy-lights-50-leds#217=1648
https://business.festive-lights.com/10m-outdoor-battery-silver-firefly-wire-fairy-lights-100-leds#217=1648
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=bl006
https://business.festive-lights.com/battery-festoon-fairy-lights-50-warm-white-leds-10-clear-bulbs-4-5m
https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-silver-firefly-wire-battery-fairy-lights#217=1648
https://business.festive-lights.com/4-5m-clear-cap-battery-party-festoon-lights-10-warm-white-leds-with-black-metal-cap-e27
https://business.festive-lights.com/4-5m-frosted-battery-party-festoon-lights-10-warm-white-leds
https://business.festive-lights.com/battery-festoon-fairy-lights-50-warm-white-leds-10-clear-bulbs-4-5m
https://business.festive-lights.com/battery-festoon-fairy-lights-50-warm-white-leds-10-clear-bulbs-4-5m
https://business.festive-lights.com/battery-filament-festoon-lights-10-bulbs-4-5m#217=1584
https://business.festive-lights.com/20m-silver-firefly-wire-battery-fairy-lights-200-leds#217=1648
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=fl-1127
https://business.festive-lights.com/outdoor-silver-micro-naked-wire-battery-fairy-lights-50-leds#217=1648
https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-silver-firefly-wire-battery-fairy-lights#217=1648
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=bl030
https://business.festive-lights.com/2m-indoor-outdoor-battery-fairy-lights-green-cable#217=124
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=bl006
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The glow of real candles, but the safety of cool-to-touch LEDs, our battery LED candles are ideal for adding a warm and welcoming ambiance to any 

event space. With the addition of our brand new Authentic Flame range, these candles are as good as it gets!

BL104

Authentic Flame, 6hr timer, 

real wax, 10/12.5/15cm tall

HL033

6 x real wax, dripping edge finish, 

flickering effect LEDs, various sizes, 

batteries included

BL106

Authentic Flame, 6hr timer, smoked 

glass, real wax, 10/12.5/15cm tall

BL107

Authentic Flame, 6hr timer, real wax,  

dripping edge finish, 10/12.5/15cm tall

BL105

Authentic Flame, 6hr timer, 

real wax, 10/12.5/15cm tall

HL034

3 x real wax, dripping edge finish, 

flickering effect LEDs, 5/7/10cm tall,

batteries included

Code:
BL106

Code:
BL105

The perfect mix of elegant style and simplicity, our battery lanterns are the ultimate hassle-free lighting solution for any project. 

With in-built timers, you don’t need to worry about a thing, just glow and go!

Indoor & Outdoor
Battery LED lanterns

BL097

Flickering lantern, smoked glass 

effect, on/off/timer, 24cm tall

BL098

Flickering lantern, smoked glass 

effect, on/off/timer, 31cm tall

NEW NEW

31cm24cm 31cm24cm

Available Individually

Available Individually

Available Individually
Set of 6 Set of 3

Available Individually

Indoor
Battery LED candles

Indoor

Code:
BL104

Code:
BL107

Code:
HL033

Code:
HL034

Available Individually

Code:
BL106

Code:
BL097G

Code:
BL097B

Code:
BL098W

Code:
BL098G

Code:
BL098

Code:
BL097W

Code:
BL097

Available 
in two
sizes

24cm

31cm

https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=bl104
https://business.festive-lights.com/6-battery-operated-flickering-led-wax-pillar-candles
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=bl106
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=bl107
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=bl105
https://business.festive-lights.com/3-battery-operated-flickering-wax-pillar-led-candles
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=bl106
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=bl105
https://business.festive-lights.com/small-outdoor-lantern-flickering-candle-and-tinted-glass-effect#217=1648
https://business.festive-lights.com/large-outdoor-lantern-flickering-candle-and-tinted-glass-effect#217=1648
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=bl104
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=bl107
https://business.festive-lights.com/6-battery-operated-flickering-led-wax-pillar-candles
https://business.festive-lights.com/3-battery-operated-flickering-wax-pillar-led-candles
https://business.festive-lights.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=bl106
https://business.festive-lights.com/small-outdoor-lantern-flickering-candle-and-tinted-glass-effect#217=509
https://business.festive-lights.com/small-outdoor-lantern-flickering-candle-and-tinted-glass-effect#217=121
https://business.festive-lights.com/large-outdoor-lantern-flickering-candle-and-tinted-glass-effect#217=1648
https://business.festive-lights.com/large-outdoor-lantern-flickering-candle-and-tinted-glass-effect#217=509
https://business.festive-lights.com/large-outdoor-lantern-flickering-candle-and-tinted-glass-effect#217=1648
https://business.festive-lights.com/small-outdoor-lantern-flickering-candle-and-tinted-glass-effect#217=1648
https://business.festive-lights.com/small-outdoor-lantern-flickering-candle-and-tinted-glass-effect#217=1648
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Although we carry a 
limited stock seasonally, 

we would urge customers 
to place orders with 

a delivery time of 4-5 
months in mind. Factory 
orders carry a significant 

saving over sculptures 
purchased from UK stock.

Contact our business team 
for a copy of the brochure or 

download the e-brochure.

Looking for that amazing 
display piece that will wow 

onlookers day or night? 

We have handmade sculptures in
our exclusive collection!

FESTIVE LIGHTS NAMED AS THE UK’S 
EXCLUSIVE SUPPLIER OF INNOVATIVE 
TWINKLY LIGHTING SYSTEM 

Epitomising the future of lighting décor, this impressive 
and unique range of lights allows you to cutomise your 
lighting display, including both the colour and pattern 
sequence of the lights, with full control of each individual 
LED.

Simple to use, the lights are controlled using an iOS or 
android compatible app from your smartphone. The 
impressive spec list also includes a light and music 
sensor, compatibility with Google Home and Amazon 
Alexa, plus much more.

business.festive-lights.com/twinkly

Each design perfectly encapsulates its real life counterpart and is brought 
to life with thousands of LEDs and vibrant colour for unbeatable realism.

Powered by safe, low voltage transformers, these 
sculptures can be displayed indoors or outdoors, 
lending themselves to all types of display, especially 
within commercial and retail environments. 

THE FUTURE OF LIGHTING DECOR IS HERE

TWINKLY COMES IN MANY SHAPES & SIZES

Free app to take control 
of your lights and share 
an endless number of 

light effects

Smart Phone

Diffused/clear lens 
addressable LED with 

16.8 million colors 
individually controlled

Smart LED

One tap for configuring 
multiple products

Bluetooth
Play light effect with 

your music

Microphone Enabled

Miniaturized system of 
chips for remote control

Wi-Fi Controller
Compatible with smart 

home systems

IOT ready

mailto:business%40festive-lights.com?subject=Sculptures%20brochure%20and%20products
https://blog.festive-lights.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/3D-Figures_Website_Links.pdf
https://blog.festive-lights.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/3D-Figures_Website_Links.pdf
https://business.festive-lights.com/twinkly
https://business.festive-lights.com/twinkly
https://business.festive-lights.com/twinkly
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Buy Online 24/7: business.festive-lights.com

Email: business@festive-lights.com

Festive Lights Ltd, Disklok House, Preston Road, 
Charnock Richard, Chorley, Lancashire, PR7 5HH, UK
Company Reg No: 5404923, VAT Reg No: GB 864281901

https://business.festive-lights.com/
mailto:business%40festive-lights.com?subject=Festive%20Lights%20for%20Business%20Spring%20and%20Summer%20brochure
https://business.festive-lights.com/

